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a second life. Rosen Nissan helped make these videos. This video demonstrates how to change
a burnt out taillight bulb on your Toyota Sienna. Some of the other bulbs in the tail light cluster
such as the brake light or turn signal may also function as the tail light in your Sienna. It is
possible for the turn signal or brake light to work but the tailight part to be burnt out - replacing
the bulb on your Sienna will restore functionality to both. Since the tailights are on whenever
your parking lights or headlights are on, they will burn out eventually. Burn out tail lights are a
common reason for a police officer to pull you over, so we recommend changing all of the tail
lights on your Sienna whenever one is burnt out. When changing the tailight bulb on your
Sienna, be careful not to touch the glass part of the new bulb as this will cause the tailight bulb
to burn out quicker. Hans Angermeier has produced over , videos showing drivers how to fix
things on their cars. He has broad expertise on basic repair procedures covering the majority of
cars on the road. Properly inflated tires is the easiest way to improve fuel economy. The right
tire pressure is NOT on the side of your tire btw. If your battery has green or white cruddy
deposits, it is probably not getting enough juice from and will likely wear out sooner. If your
brake fluid is a little low, learn how to add some here. Ignoring a low level leads to big problems.
Car companies often use the same engines in different cars. They also slightly alter the styling
and sell the same car by two different names amongst other tricks to help offset development
costs. Our system selects the most applicable video for your car based, in part, on these
characteristics. The video displayed may not look exactly like your car, but may be relevant
enough for you to get a good idea how to do it. Getting Started - Prepare for the repair. Share
on. Full list of part and tools. Author Hans Angermeier has produced over , videos showing
drivers how to fix things on their cars. Add air to your tires. Proper jumpstart procedure.
Learning how to jump your car before you need to is an excellent idea. Clean the gunk off of
your battery. Add brake fluid. See all videos for the Toyota Sienna. We have a massive and
growing video library, but we don't have everything You can save this vehicle to My Garage by
simply signing in or creating a new account. Find your Toyota or Scion model so that we can
personalize your experience. Dealerships for Puerto Rico can be viewed on an external site.
Select your vehicle to find out what your warning lights are trying to tell you. Please see your

vehicle's Owner's Manual for details or scroll down to see common indicators. Have the vehicle
inspected immediately. Failure to investigate the cause of the following warning may lead to the
system operating abnormally and possibly cause an accident. Have the vehicle inspected by
your Toyota dealer immediately. Indicates that the airbag is on or off. Your vehicle is equipped
with a front passenger occupant classification system. This system detects the conditions of
the front passenger seat and activates or deactivates the devices for the front passenger. The
Automatic High Beams feature uses an in-vehicle camera sensor to assess the brightness of
streetlight, the lights of oncoming and preceding vehicles, etc. The Automatic High Beams
indicator will come on when the headlights are turned on automatically to indicate that the
system is active. When a vehicle is detected in a blind spot of the outside rear view mirrors or
approaching rapidly from behind into a blind spot, the outside rear view mirror indicator on the
detected side will illuminate. If the turn signal lever is operated toward the detected side, the
outside rearview mirror indicator flashes. When a vehicle approaching from the right or left rear
of the vehicle is detected, the outside rear view mirror indicators flash. Stop the vehicle
immediately. Continuing to drive the vehicle may be dangerous. The following warning indicates
a possible problem in the brake system. Immediately stop the vehicle in a safe place and
contact your Toyota dealer. This light also comes on when the parking brake is not released. If
the light turns off after the parking brake is fully released, the system is operating normally.
When "Blind Spot Monitor Unavailable" is shown on the multi-informational display: Water,
snow, mud, etc. Removing the water, snow, mud, etc. Also, the sensor may not function
normally when used in extremely hot or cold weather. The following warning indicates the
possibility of damage to the vehicle that may lead to an accident. Indicates cruise control has
been turned on. Use cruise control to maintain a set speed without depressing the accelerator
pedal. The cruise control indicator will come on. Press the button again to deactivate cruise
control. After activating the cruise control system, accelerate or decelerate the vehicle to the
desired speed, and push the lever down to set that speed. The SET indicator will come on.
Flashes Have the vehicle inspected by your Toyota dealer immediately. Fog lights are
low-mounted lights aimed at the pavement directly in front of the vehicle. Headlight high beams
aid driver visibility by projecting a bright beam far down the road. They should only be used in
situations where they cannot blind oncoming traffic or vehicles traveling directly in front. This
indicator on the instrument panel illuminates when the headlights, parking, taillights, license
plate and instrument panel lights turn on. The LDA system recognizes visible white yellow lines
with the camera sensor on the upper portion of the front windshield. When the system
determines that the vehicle might depart from its lane, a warning is displayed on the
multi-information display and the warning buzzer sounds to alert the driver. When the system
determines that the vehicle might depart from its lane, the system provides assistance as
necessary by operating the steering wheel in small amounts for a short period of time to keep
the vehicle in its lane. When "Lane Departure Alert Unavailable" is displayed on the
multi-information display, turn the LDA system off, drive the vehicle for a short time, and then
turn the LDA system back on. When a message other than above is displayed, follow the
instructions displayed in the message. Move the vehicle to a level surface and check to see if
the light goes off. Follow the correction procedure. After taking the specified steps to correct
the suspected problem, check that the warning light turns off. The warning light will operate as
follows, even when the system is not malfunctioning:. When the RCTA function is turned on, the
indicator illuminates. The RCTA functions when your vehicle is in reverse. It can detect other
vehicles approaching from the right or left rear of the vehicle. It uses radar sensors to alert the
driver of the other vehicle's existence through flashing the outside rearview mirror indicators
and sounding a buzzer. Then, if the seatbelt is still unfastened, the buzzer will sound at a
different tone for 20 more seconds. Vehicles without Smart Key System: The indicator light
flashes after the key has been removed from the engine switch to indicate that the system is
operating. The indicator light stops flashing after the registered key has been inserted into the
engine switch to indicate that the system has been canceled. If the vehicle is in danger of
slipping or if any of the drive wheels spin, the slip indicator light flashes to indicate that the
Enhanced VSC and TRAC systems are operating. This indicator on the instrument panel
illuminates when the the side marker, parking lights, taillights, license plate, instrument panel
lights, and Daytime Running Lights if equipped turn on. Follow the correction procedures. Tire
pressure warning light When the light comes on: Low tire inflation pressure. Correction
procedure: Adjust the tire inflation pressure to the specified level. The light will turn off after a
few minutes. In case the light does not turn off even if the tire inflation pressure is adjusted,
have the system checked by your Toyota dealer. When the light comes on after blinking for 1
minute: Malfunction in the tire pressure warning system. If the indicators flash faster than usual,
check that a lightbulb in the front or rear turn signal lights has not burned out. You may need to

turn the system off to enable you to rock the vehicle in order to free it. Press the button again to
turn the systems back on. Consult your Owners Manual or schedule a service with a nearby
dealership. Should a safety system light such as the ABS and SRS airbag warning lights not
come on when you start the hybrid system, this could mean that these systems are not
available to help protect you in an accident, which could result in death or serious injury. Have
the vehicle inspected by your Toyota dealer immediately if this occurs. Dashboard icons are
displayed in a variety of colors, depending on the system and its status in a specific vehicle.
Yellow icons indicate an item of importance such as low fuel , but are not necessarily a warning.
Red icons indicate a condition that requires immediate attention, such as an open door or low
engine oil pressure. See your vehicle's Owner's Manual for more details. Toyota Owners. Sign in
Join now. Select A Vehicle. Sign in Join now Select A Vehicle. You're almost there. Dashboard
Lights Select your vehicle to find out what your warning lights are trying to tell you. Select Your
Vehicle. Indicators are not available for this model. See Manual. Below are some commonly
found Toyota dashboard lights. ABS warning light U. Automatic High Beams indicator. Brake
Override System warning light. Release the accelerator pedal and depress the brake pedal.
Indicates a malfunction in the Brake Override System with warning buzzer. Brake system
warning light warning buzzer U. Cruise control indicator. Cruise control SET indicator. Headlight
High Beams indicator. Headlights indicator U. High coolant temperature warning light.
Illuminated in white: LDA system is operating. Illuminated in green: Steering wheel assistance
of the steering control function is operating. Flashing in amber: Lane departure alert function is
operating. Low engine oil level warning light. Correction procedure: Check the level of engine
oil and add more oil if necessary. Low fuel level warning light. Correction procedure: Refuel the
vehicle. Low outside temperature indicator. Correction procedure: Fill the tank. Malfunction
indicator lamp U. The warning light will operate as follows, even when the system is not
malfunctioning: The light will flash quickly when the system is operating The light will turn on
when the pre-collision braking is disabled The light will turn on when the system cannot
temporarily be used. Seatbelt reminder light warning buzzer. Correction procedure: Fasten
seatbelt. Security indicator. Correction procedure: Have the system checked by your Toyota
dealer. Turn signal indicator. Indicates that one of the turn signals has been activated. Still have
questions or concerns? Consult your Owner's Manual. Schedule Service See Manuals.
Countless reasons to join. Create an account and get the most out of your Toyota today. David
Hobbs helped make these videos. This video demonstrates how to change a burnt out taillight
bulb on your Toyota Sienna. Some of the other bulbs in the tail light cluster such as the brake
light or turn signal may also function as the tail light in your Sienna. It is possible for the turn
signal or brake light to work but the tailight part to be burnt out - replacing the bulb on your
Sienna will restore functionality to both. Since the tailights are on whenever your parking lights
or headlights are on, they will burn out eventually. Burn out tail lights are a common reason for
a police officer to pull you over, so we recommend changing all of the tail lights on your Sienna
whenever one is burnt out. When changing the tailight bulb on your Sienna, be careful not to
touch the glass part of the new bulb as this will cause the tailight bulb to burn out quicker. Hans
Angermeier has produced over , videos showing drivers how to fix things on their cars. He has
broad expertise on basic repair procedures covering the majority of cars on the road. Many cars
will burn or leak a little bit of oil. Over time, this adds up and you might need to add some - learn
how to here! Car companies often use the same engines in different cars. They also slightly
alter the styling and sell the same car by two different names amongst other tricks to help offset
development costs. Our system selects the most applicable video for your car based, in part, on
these characteristics. The video displayed may not look exactly like your car, but may be
relevant enough for you to get a good idea how to do it. Getting Started - Prepare for the repair.
Share on. Full list of part and tools. Author Hans Angermeier has produced over , videos
showing drivers how to fix things on their cars. Secure precious cargo. You love your kids
right? See how to properly secure their car seat. Checking the windshield washer fluid. There's
no reason to check the washer fluid level without adding some - see how to do it here! Replace
your car battery. Did you know that heat is worse for your battery than cold? Replace it every 4
years. Top up the oil level. See all videos for the Toyota Sienna. We have a massive and growing
video library, but we don't have everything You can save this vehicle to My Garage by simply
signing in or creating a new account. Find your Toyota or Scion model so that we can
personalize your experience. Dealerships for Puerto Rico can be viewed on an external site.
Select your vehicle to find out what your warning lights are trying to tell you. Please see your
vehicle's Owner's Manual for details or scroll down to see common indicators. Have the vehicle
inspected by your Toyota dealer immediately. Immediately stop the vehicle in a safe place and
contact your Toyota dealer. Indicates that cruise control system has been activated. Use cruise
control to maintain a set speed without depressing the accelerator pedal. Indicates low fuel

level. A buzzer sounds and the warning light flashes to indicate that the master warning system
has detected a malfunction. If the front passenger's seat is occupied, the front passenger's seat
belt also needs to be fastened to make the warning light warning buzzer turn off. The indicator
light flashes after the key has been removed from the engine switch to indicate that the system
is operating. The indicator light stops flashing after the registered key has been inserted into
the engine switch to indicate that the system has been canceled. Depending on the vehicle, a
buzzer intermittent may sound to indicate that VSC is operating. You may need to turn the
system off to enable you to rock the vehicle in order to free it. If the indicators flash faster than
usual, check that a light bulb in the front or rear turn signal lights has not burned out. Push the
switch again to turn the system back on. Consult your Owners Manual or schedule a service
with a nearby dealership. Should a safety system light such as the ABS and SRS airbag warning
lights not come on when you start the hybrid system, this could mean that these systems are
not available to help protect you in an accident, which could result in death or serious injury.
Have the vehicle inspected by your Toyota dealer immediately if this occurs. Dashboard icons
are displayed in a variety of colors, depending on the system and its status in a specific vehicle.
Yellow icons indicate an item of importance such as low fuel , but are not necessarily a warning.
Red icons indicate a condition that requires immediate attention, such as an open door or low
engine oil pressure. See your vehicle's Owner's Manual for more details. Toyota Owners. Sign in
Join now. Select A Vehicle. Sign in Join now Select A Vehicle. You're almost there. Dashboard
Lights Select your vehicle to find out what your warning lights are trying to tell you. Select Your
Vehicle. Indicators are not available for this model. See Manual. Below are some commonly
found Toyota dashboard lights. Indicates a malfunction in the EPS system. Headlight high beam
indicator. Indicates that the headlight high beams have been switched on. Indicates that the
engine oil pressure is too low. Low Fuel Level Warning Light. Refuel the vehicle. Master warning
light. Seat belt reminder light. Fasten the seat belt. Security Indicator. Vehicles without a Smart
Key System: The indicator light flashes after the key has been removed from the engine switch
to indicate that the system is operating. SRS Warning Light. Indicates a malfunction in: The SRS
air bag system; The front passenger occupant classification system; or The seat belt
pretensioner system. When the light comes on: Low tire inflation pressure such as Natural
causes Flat tire Immediately stop the vehicle in a safe place. When the light comes on after
blinking for 1 minute: Malfunction in the tire pressure warning system. Turn Signal Indicator.
Indicates that the right or left turn signal has been activated. Still have questions or concerns?
Consult your Owner's Manual. Schedule Service See Manuals. Countless reasons to join. Create
an account and get the most out of your Toyota today. Skip to main content. Include
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Delivery Options. Free International Shipping. Free In-store Pickup. Free Local Pickup. Show
only. Free Returns. Returns Accepted. Authorized Seller. Completed Items. Sold Items. More
filters Gallery View Customize. Find the right parts for your Toyota Sienna. Enter Trim Tell us
about your vehicle to find the right parts faster. Last one. Amounts shown in italicized text are
for items listed in currency other than Canadian dollars and are approximate conversions to
Canadian dollars based upon Bloomberg's conversion rates. For more recent exchange rates,
please use the Universal Currency Converter. This page was last updated: Feb Number of bids
and bid amounts may be slightly out of date. See each listing for international shipping options
and costs. Skip to main content of results for "toyota sienna tail light assembly". Skip to main
search results. Eligible for Free Shipping. Customer Review. From Our Brands. Packaging
Option. International Shipping. Filter results by your vehicle:. Enter a new vehicle to add it to
Your Garage and filter the results below. Enter a new vehicle. FREE Shipping. Get it Mon, Mar 1 Thu, Mar 4. Only 5 left in stock - order soon. Only 1 left in stock - order soon. Only 16 left in
stock - order soon. Se Model , To TO Only 4 left in stock - order soon. Need help? Visit the help
section or contact us. Go back to filtering menu. There's a problem loading this menu right now.
Learn more about Amazon Prime. Get free delivery with Amazon Prime. Back to top. Get to
Know Us. Amazon Payment Products. English Choose a language for shopping. Amazon Music
Stream millions of songs. Amazon Advertising Find, attract, and engage customers. Amazon
Drive Cloud storage from Amazon. Alexa Actionable Analytics for the Web. Sell on Amazon
Start a Selling Account. AmazonGlobal Ship Orders Internationally. Amazon Rapids Fun stories

for kids on the go. ComiXology Thousands of Digital Comics. DPReview Digital Photography.
East Dane Designer Men's Fashion. Shopbop Designer Fashion Brands. Deals and
Shenanigans. Ring Smart Home Security Systems. Amazon Subscription Boxes Top
subscription boxes â€” right to your door. PillPack Pharmacy Simplified. Amazon Renewed
Like-new products you can trust. Amazon Second Chance Pass it on, trade it in, give it a second
life. Having a thought of giving your vehicle a little twist? Well, there's a never-ending list of
ways in transforming your vehicle you purchased into the one you crave. Installing car
accessories can truly make a big difference. But before buying car accessories, it's important to
select those which you feel most needed, not just the flavor of the month. Take for example
Toyota Sienna tail light. Tail lights are considered as the jewelry of every vehicle, the final
accessory that brings the whole look together. They are the perfect car accessories that would
envy other drivers as you fade into the distance. They affect the way the entire rear of a vehicle
looks. But their purpose does not end there. Aside from the eye-catching look they provide to
your auto, they are also one of those car contraptions that contribute to the car's safety
features. To somehow decrease the chances of collisions, all vehicles employ tail lights. Tail
lights are responsible for warning other drivers that a particular vehicle is going to come to a
halt. With Toyota Sienna tail lights, one is able to control not just the fate of his vehicle but his
own fate and other road users as well. So once you've noticed any malfunction from your
Toyota Sienna tail lights, start checking out the lens, the bulbs and the electrical connections.
Some bulbs can be easily removed by simply pulling it out while other types need some tools to
take it out. It is always good to ensure that your Toyota Sienna tail lights are in good working
condition because faulty tail lights will reduce the visibility condition of your vehicle down the
road. Fellow motorists with poor eyesight will likely fail to see you and may result to collisions.
If in need of replacements, there are various places on the internet which can cater to your
needs, just check them out. Toyota Sienna was launched in The Toyota nameplate along with its
standard features make this minivan model standout from the rest. Tail lights allow drivers to
properly estimate the size and shape of the vehicle. It also makes the vehicle visible on the
road, especially in inclement weather conditions. It is important to keep your tail lights in good
running condition. Watch out for faulty tail light symptoms such as damaged housing and lens
and flickering bulbs. Whether you prefer LED or Halogen tail lights, it is best to consult your
vehicle manual when shopping for tail lights. The Toyota Sienna got its name from the popular
Italian city of Siena. It was launched in to replace the first-generation Previa van. Unlike the
Previa, the Toyota Sienna had a more conventional four-wheel drive layout, making it a more
popular choice than the rest of its minivan counterparts. With many other options available in
the market, it is hard to continue to soar high in sales. Along with its standard features, the
Toyota Sienna also comes equipped with market standard tail lights. Tail lights refer to the red
lights installed at the rear end of your vehicle. Usually equipped with LED or Halogen bulbs, tail
lights are wired together with the headlights. Tail lights incorporate the brake, rear turn
indicator, and reverse lights. When stopping, the tail light illuminates a bright red beam and
becomes dimmer once the vehicle is in motion. The main function of a tail light is to allow you
to properly estimate the size and shape of your vehicle. Aside from that, it also makes your
vehicle visible to other drivers on the road, especially during inclement weather conditions. Tail
lights, along with other automotive lightings, work together to assist in maneuvering and
prevent unwanted accidents on the road. Keeping your automotive lighting system in good
condition is a must to ensure the safety of your vehicle. Make sure to watch out for these signs
and have your tail light assembly replaced right away if needed. Your tail light housing can be
exposed to the elements and other sharp debris. Minor cracks in the housing or the tail light
lens should not be ignored because it can leave your tail light bulbs and wirings exposed to the
elements. This may later progress into more serious problems such as a busted fuse or faulty
electrical wiring. Aside from cracks in the tail light housing, the wirings inside your tail light can
get faulty over time. This can cause your tail light bulb to flicker. This symptom is most
noticeable when you're parking against a wall. When your tail lights do not turn on along with
your headlights, then it is a tell-tale sign that your tail lights are completely busted. Contact
your trusted mechanic and have it replaced right away. Driving around with a busted tail light is
against traffic laws. Usually, completely busted tail lights are caused by a faulty fuse or
problems with the electrical wiring. Recent models of the Toyota Sienna typically come with a
pair of LED tail lights while older models are equipped with Halogen bulbs. When shopping for a
tail light replacement or planning to upgrade your tail light, make sure to input the correct year,
make and model into the search engine to ensure that you are getting the right fit for your
vehicle. This will ensure that you are getting the right fit for your Toyota Sienna. We've Made a
Site Update. Refresh to the latest version. Retrieve quote. Track order. Sign In or Create
Account. Every Purchase Supports. Texas Relief Efforts. Select your vehicle. Toyota Sienna Tail

Light. Select your vehicle year. Refine by:. Tail Light part. Light Source. Quantity Sold. Shop
Toyota Sienna Tail Light. Showing 1 - 15 of 57 results. Display item:. Sort by:. Vehicle Info
Required to Guarantee Fit. Core Charge. Add to cart. Part Number: T Page 1 of 4 Showing 1 - 15
of 57 results. SE Model. Feb 23, Received it on time no issues with the part. It was easy to
install. Thank you. Gabriela Kooritzky. Purchased on Feb 11, Feb 05, Great Product! Fit perfectly
and looks as good as new! Purchased on Jan 04, Nov 29, Left rear LED taillight. Part just as
described Thank you! Purchased on Nov 17, Show More. Toyota Sienna Tail Light Guides. What
are the symptoms of a faulty Toyota Sienna tail light? Finding the right fit for your vehicle. What
is a tail light? Helpful Automotive Resources. The job can be even more costly if you have a
high-end luxury or performance car. Contact Us. Phone Number Shop with Confidence. All
Rights Reserved. Terms of Use. Privacy Policy. California Supply Chain Disclosure.
Accessibility Statement. When troubleshooting your Sienna often it is nice to be able to easily
located the fuse for that particular electrical component. If you need a replacement fuse, click
on the fuse names to be taken to purchase the fuse. Fuses are designed to be the weakest
electrical link in a given electrical circuit. In the mechanical world, a comparable technology
would be the sheer pin or sheer boltâ€”the bolt is a designed weak point so that if you exceed
the torque on a drive shaft, the sheer bolt breaks instead of really destroying the machine. A
given circuit has electronics in it that are known to use a maximum number of amps. The fuse is
placed in series with the circuit. That way, if anything abnormal happens, if there is a
short-circuit, or if a component fails and causes that circuit to draw more amps than safe, the
fuse blows and protects the wiring and other components in the circuit. If a fuse was not used
in series with the circuit, the next weakest component would fail instead, and who knows where
that might beâ€”it could be another component in the circuit or it could be the wiring. Fires
would be caused by overheated wiring. Someone may be tempted, if they keep blowing a certain
amp fuse, to install a higher amp fuse instead, or even worst, to short-circuit the fuse socket
and bypass the fuse. Like I mentioned in the previous paragraph, the fact that the fuse is
blowing is a nice and controlled warning that something is wrong. This warning goes for
anything that has a fuse. Amps is the abbreviation for Amperes , often simply written by the
letter A, which is the basic unit of electric current. When you see the amp rating on a fuse, it is
how much current can pass through that fuse before the material of the fuse overheats and then
melts, opening the circuit of the fuse. Someone may see that they are choosing a amp fuse and
become scared that they could be shocked. Some household electrical wiring circuits are 30
amps wall outlets for example , but those are on V AC circuits, not 12V DC like in an automobile.
You do not need to worry about being shocked when working on your vehicles volt wiring. That
is because the resistance of your body is high. With dry hands, the resistance of your body,
from one hand to the other, is as high as , ohms. This is a very small amount. It takes over 60
milli-amps to kill you that was the lowest amount I found anyone claim was dangerous to cause
death in this article , and that is times more than what will flow through your body if you touch a
car battery with one dry hand on the negative terminal and the other dry hand on the positive
terminal. The deal is, is that the voltage is so low, it is not dangerous. If you shorted out the
positive terminal of the battery to the frame , will get a burst of sparks, a lot of heat will be
generated, and you will experience molten metal, as if you were running a welder. That will
scare you!?!? Given the high amount of amps available to an automotive battery you need to be
careful in that regard. The same thing would happen if you short the two terminals of the
battery. Type A is a blade-type mini fuse. They have a curved wire inside which burns through
when the fuse blows. You must remove the fuse in order to check to see if the fuse is blown. I
think the only reason you would blow one of these is if you have placed a higher amp fuse than
prescribed in multiple locations, allowing an overload of one circuit branch, or you have some
majorly malfunctioning hardware with a short-circuit. If you have a blown fuse, you can replace
it with a spare of the same amperage:. SPARE 7. If you use a spare fuse you should keep the
blown one and purchase a replacement to install in the spare socket for next time. On the front
side of the fuse box there is a latch that must be retracted to open the fuse box cover:. Press
the tab in on the front and rotate the front edge up and gradually push the cover toward the rear
of the vehicle and the cover will release:. One thing to note is that some of the components are
not numbered. In the picture above of the engine compartment fuse box you will notice that
some of the components are not fuses, they are relays. The large purple and blue boxes are
relays. A relay is a electrically-controlled switch. Here is a diagram detailing the top half of the
above fuse box, including the relay names:. In the middle of the engine compartment fuse box
there are two rows of fuses that are covered up by a translucent plastic cover. Essentially this is
a bar which has fuse wires jutting out from the bottom edge of it. It is a one-piece deal and if
you blew one of them you would need to replace the entire fuse bank. Below is the diagram of
the engine compartment fuse box, followed by a list of the official abbreviations and

descriptions:. Fuses are mini-type fuses which are all included in this set :. EFI NO. ALT-S 7.
RAD NO. RSE 7. All the fuses in this panel are the mini blade type. To remove the cover grab the
tab on the far side and pull it straight down the view looking almost straight up at the bottom :.
Fuses are all mini-type fuses which are all included in this set and 54 and 55 are Amp Type B :.
RAD2 7. GAUGE2 7. IGN 7. HTR 10 A â€” Air conditioning system PANEL 10 A â€” Air
conditioning system, seat heaters, audio system, navigation system, power sliding door, power
back door, multi-informational display, rear window defogger, emergency flashers, instrument
panel lights, steering switch lights AM1 7. OBD 7. FOG 15 A â€” Front fog lights To get behind
the glove compartment, first open the glove compartment. Next, release the catches on each
side of the glove compartment box. To release them, press in on the middle of the side of the
glove compartment, bowing the side in, to pull the catch away from the opening. Once you have
it outside the opening, hold it there with one hand and then release the one on the other side. If
this article was helpful for you please share about it in the comments. This means if you click
on an affiliate link and purchase the item, I will receive an affiliate commission. The price of the
item is the same whether it is an affiliate link or not. Regardless, I only recommend products or
services I believe will add value to Share Your Repair readers. By using the affiliate links, you
are helping support Share Your Repair, and I genuinely appreciate your support. The vehicle is
a toyota sienna xle. There was also high readings from the mounted box by rearview mirror that
shows the compass and so we manually removed the outer box and disconnected that area.
Readings here improved but are still high elsewhere in the vehicle. Are there any fuses we can
remove that might help eliminate some of the measurements in other areas? Thank you in
advance. Everything else on the wiper switch works. Where is the wiper relay? I have no
experience using a multi meter to check for amps and ohms. If it is the sensor, could I use a
generic one with the same plug or does it have to be a specific one for that location if it has
certain values to meet? Thank you in advance!! If the fuse number and description list
immediately below the diagram is correct, it appears to match the diagram but not the picture,
making me think that the numbering on the picture is wrong. Am I not understanding
something, or is this an error? Marc, thanks for pointing that out, you are rightâ€”I did have the
numbering on my picture backwards. I have corrected the numbering and hopefully improved it
by moving the fuse numbers up, so you can see the fuse amps as well. Thanks for taking the
time to point out that. I have a Sienna with a bad Integrated Circuit Relay or integrated control
module that apparently controls the dome light, seat belt warning light, door locks. The
mechanic indicated that the Toyota dealer could not get a new one COVID has impacted
manufacturing of that part , but I believe I can find used ones. Question: Exactly where is the
module under the dash and what does it look like? I have the dash and metal shield removed
but there is alot of wiring under the steering column area! Mark, this is the best I could find
searching online. Let me know if this helps:. Checked fuses in engine compartment and under
dash but they all work. Does you van have the DVD player? You can switch the audio out to
wireless headphones. Is your output switched away from your speakers. Hello, my Sienna has
recently been draining the battery and it appears that the interior lights stay on even when all
doors are closed. What is interesting is it is not all interior lights that stay on even when the
doors are closed, it is only the rear reading lights in the rear passenger area of the van. When I
turn off the interior ligh via the switch on the dash, all lights turn off as expected. Thanks for the
question Tom. Are you aware that those dome lights have an integrated push-button built into
the lens that will keep them on? Can you help? I am puzzled why there is a leak of 0. This
relatively small electrical leak is causing significant Battery discharge when the vehicle is not in
use every day. After my diagnostic test of other fuses in the same compartment, only this 14
fuse circuit indicates the leak. Final question. Thanks for your advice and help, Paul P. It was
ONE 10a fuse that was located under the dashboardâ€¦. Simply amazing. Now I have to go
through this website and see what all is on hereâ€¦. My husband was frustrated because no one
was telling him what fuse or how to get to it. I thought I would try google one more time when I
hit upon this url. My husband went out to look at the van back in April. We discovered the
cooling fans were coming on. He hooked up the cooling fan relay, it worked, we replaced some
sort of ect? So after receiving the wrong part in the mail, and several other issues with it, he
decided to hook up the cooling fans to a toggle switch. Finally got the cooling fans hooked up
to the battery and the toggle switch so I can turn them on and off manuallyâ€¦.. He and I both
were ready to cry!! So I gave google just one more try. After clicking on the link for this siteâ€¦. I
handed my chromebook to him and he got a second wind. I will give that a try John. I did have
someone pull the handle while I messed with the latch already but nothing happened. Thanks
again! Thanks for the reply John! I have tried moving the latch with a screwdriver and it appears
to be in the right position. Before this problem occurred I was cleaning out the latch with a
screwdriver and the latch motor activated as if it thought the screwdriver was the metal bar in

the door jam. I have used a screwdriver to move the door latch in every way I can but still
nothing. I am at a loss and think I will have to pull off the door panel and see what I can find. If
you can think of anything I should check let me know. Appreciate the information! The
background information of how this came about is real important information Kevin. I would use
your screwdriver to simulate the door opening and have someone pull on the latch. You may
need to push in the button which activates the light and tells the van the door is closed, and
then pull the door latch to see if you can open that latch. Then it will be ready to close when you
close it. It may take another person to help you pull this off. Hi, I have a Sienna and the drivers
door will not shut all the way. Is fuse 61 connected to that or is that just for the power sliding
door? Any help would be great! Thank you! I do not think it is on the fuseable linkâ€”that is only
for higher-amp stuff like the motor that closes the door. I would check to see if there is a plastic
piece in the closed position that keeps that latch from inserting into the door. If so, I would use
a screwdriver and try to toggle it open so it can close. I had to take it to a dealer to get that
diagnosed. Well thank you Warren, was it just the switch? To donate to Share Your Repairâ€¦
On the desktop version of my site there is a donate link on the bottom of the right column, on
the mobile version it is all the way at the bottom. Or you can just click here:. Both side power
doors stopped opening automatically, but I can still open them manually. How likely is it that
fuses 60 and 61 have blown simultaneously to explain this loss of power? Have you verified that
the sliding door switch is not in the off position? Below is the button in the OFF position:. Hello
, I have a Sienna minivan and the third brake light has stopped working , the light works with 12
vdc but no power measured to the wires on the van. I checked the fuses and found no issues
and all my other lights work including the brake lights down in the tail lights , is there another
fuse somewhere or a relay for the third brake light above the rear hatch? Thanks for the
question Rick. If it works when you apply 12 volts to it locally then you have some kind of wiring
problem somewhere in-between. If your brake lights work you could possibly splice into them
as a possible repair option. Let us all know if you figure it out. My anti-theft light keeps flashing.
Tryed the different suggested fixes. This is a sienna toyota van. How do I determine if this is the
case? If I remove them both should the draw be gone? If you disconnect each one, one at a
time, and see if the drain goes away, then you will have narrowed it down. Nice job,
congratulations. My forward windshield washer is no working and they are not blocked up. Your
text talks about the rear wiper and washer, I cannot see anything about the forward washer??
Thanks for the suggestions I started to check my connections and found the smaller wire that
runs to the positive terminal was broken so I checked with my multimeter again it still showed
power going through the system even with the broken wire, I stripped it back a little and made
contact and that fixed the problem so I just have to repair that and all should in working order
again. Thanks a million you saved me some time and money. Glad you were able to diagnose
the problem and get your van working again. Good Job Armando! Thanks for letting us all know
what you needed to do to fix it. That is I have a battery I just replaced its at the moment reading I
also checked the long fusable link both visually and with the meter nothing is blown or broken.
Armando, thanks for the question. I would start from the battery and work your way out. Then
follow the battery cables to the fuseable link box and check the voltage on both sides of the
fuses. Systematically you need to work your way away from the battery to find the problem. If
you had power in your car before changing the battery, it most likely has to do with the battery
cables. Did you by any chance hook up the battery backwards? Hi, John. The Toyota service
department just called me. I was told that the remote control fob just needed a new battery.
Well, that was nice. Before I took the car in for service, I had put 3 separate new batteries in the
fob, for testing, and nothing worked. And, yes, I had the right polarity for the batteries. All I can
think is that there was a problem with the battery contacts. John, thanks for being there for us
and for all your fans. Thanks for checking back in and sharing how things turned out. My
wireless remote control fob ceased working. ECU-B 10 A. The fuse was OK. When I attempted to
reprogram the remote control for my Toyota Sienna, the van refused to respond and to confirm
the re-programming ie. Is there a relay switch that I need to check now? My remote control
problem it ceased working started immediately after our Toyota Dealer replaced our entire
dashboard, which was under a recall notice. Thanks and Blessings. Mike, thanks for the
question. Other than re-trying my steps for programming it that is all I can suggest at this point.
Let me know how it goes and how you resolve this. Thanks for the help John, I really appreciate
it. It makes sense it should work, but no such luck. I will keep digging. This post has been filed
away for further use, it is great information. Hi, this is great information, really appreciate it. I
notice several systems are mentioned on several fuses, and was wondering how that works.
Same for the seat heaters. But I see that both are listed on 38 and 39 along with other seemingly
important systems, so I am reluctant to remove those. The fuse goes to the device that controls
those components but not the actual power than runs them. I would think that 41 would be the

correct fuse. I tried to put together as much information as possible but it was not necessarily
from first hand experience but gathering the information I could find from the shop manuals,
etc. I too am in need of the relay information. I was at Pep Boys replacing the battery when a
tech reversed the polarity during install. Would you happen to know the part number, or the
relay number, for the BRK relay? Is this a BRK relay? Unless you signed a waiver to not hold
Pep Boys accountable for messing your van up I would strongly encourage you to pursue them
to have them pay to have a Toyota Dealer repair your van. They caused the damage and they
should be responsible to get it repaired. Have you pushed for that? Please help thanks!! You
want to be careful if you run it as some very essential components may not work, for example
the electric cooling fans on the radiator, if their fuses are still blown. You are going to need to
systematically check all the fuses, including the fuseable links, to see what you did when you
hooked up the battery backwards. This list is not exhaustive. Robert, thanks for taking the time
to leave a comment. Gary, thanks for the question. The power seat fuse is There will be a
computer that the position buttons feed into, which keeps the locations in memory. Can you
first describe the issue you are having and then we can troubleshoot to narrow down the root
cause? Have you checked fuse 28? There was no fuse Then I proceeded to pull every blue 15A
fuse until 48 which was bad. Moved 27 to 48 now both power outlets work. So where exactly is
my cigarette lighter? May be I do not need fuse 27? The cigarette lighter is not the same as the
two 12V power outlets on the front of the middle console. The cigarette lighter may be an option
on the Sienna and you do not have that option. Great Information!!! My question is â€¦is
changing the 58 50A Fan fuse in the fusible fuse box something I can do myself or should I just
have a mechanic do it? Ca
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rla, if you blew that fuse, replacing it will most likely result in you blowing the very same fuse
again if you do not fix the problem. I would take it to a Toyota Dealer and see what they say.
Toyota Sienna Fuse Locations. Tags from the story. Yes, that does point me to the right spot for
sure. Many thanks! Thank you for sharing Lysa. I hope you get your AC working again. Yes, just
the switch which was inadvertently toggled. Hello John, Thank you for the write-up. This is great
information. Thank you in advance, Michael. Thanks for this info. Could you provide more detail
on where fuses 54 and 55 are? I love questions and comments and respond to all. Please make
sure to check the "Notify me of new comments via email" box below before clicking "Post
Comment" to be notified when you receive a response. If you do not have an approved
comment already, your comment will not show up until personally approved by me no spam on
Share Your Repair! Cancel reply. More Stories. Search for: Search.

